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ABSTRACT
There is a great opportunity for museums to be
more engaging for visitors and compete with other
forms of contemporary informative entertainment.
This paper is about the search for low-budget
methods to make this possible. First, by storytelling:
Connecting cultural heritage objects to a larger
context and narrative, thus emphasizing their
position and importance within the culture. Second,
by use of personas to enable visitors to feel more
empathy, putting a face and feelings to experiences
throughout the journey. Third, by a plot of conflict:
a sense of drama to amplify the intensity of the story
and create a deeper link between the visitor and the
exhibit. These three principles are applicable to
museums of any size or budget, as it does not rely on
expensive technical innovations but on abundant
human imagination. The strategy will be applied to
The Rotterdam Radio Museum as a proof of concept
case study.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally museums lack the story, personification
and drama that people are exposed to in successful
shows, movies and video games. Similar concerns are
described as “The Absent Heart” [1] and cause
alienation of art historians in the public eye, further
undermining the real historic value of heritage objects
[2]. Bringing out the natural tension behind an object
helps it transcend the barrier of time and makes it more
relevant to the contemporary observer. This forms an
emotional link to an object that would otherwise be
hollow, adding to the heart of the museum.

Any object that’s worthy of being in a museum has a
story. However, these stories might be forgotten in time,
becoming irrelevant to new generations. For instance,
the small museums in Netherlands are more interesting
to older people who have their own memories
associated with exhibited objects [3]. Narrative
becomes the key method to overcome the
communication crisis between generations. By
connecting the objects of cultural heritage to a wider
context, it is possible to make young generation to
become emotionally invested in their stories and
discover their worth.

This paper aims to provide a guideline for creating an
effective story for museums. Curative literature reviews
are focused on constructing a narrative and relating
cultural heritage objects to it. Design literature reviews

promote creating personas, writing literature reviews
propose creating conflict and dramatization of events. If
followed, these principles will give exhibits a soul, they
will keep the cultural heritage objects alive and
significantly enhance museum experience for visitors,
making it a viable alternative to other versions of
education and entertainment.
METHODS

Narrative and Plot
“Narrative’ can refer to the process of making a story ...
or the result of the process - also called ‘stories’, ‘tales’,
or ‘histories” [4]. Structuralist approach to narrative
provides a useful model for curators; as it makes
position of cultural heritage objects, characters and
stories very clear. As shown in Figure 1., Chatman’s
diagram[5] separates narrative into “story (content)”
and “discourse (expression)”. These extend into further
subdivisions forming categories for events, characters
and objects under “story”. The “discourse” forms the
core of presenting the story [6]. This tree diagram acts
as a map guiding the museum curator from the elements
they have to a focused narrative. Once the narrative is
defined it can be expressed via “manifestation” of
verbal or visual presentation. This transforms the object
from the “substance of content” into “substance of
expression” infusing that object with the drama, conflict
and persona necessary for visitor consumption.

Figure 1. Chatman’s diagram of structuralist narrative

The first step of the curator should be defining real or
fictional events and existents that are related to the
exhibited objects. If these are not considered by the
curator, visitors would naturally attempt to fill in the
blanks and form a story of their own. If unguided, they
would likely fail to see the full significance of what is
in front of them. Just imagine, Agnetha Fältskog’s blue
outfit showcased in “Good Evening Europe” the exhibit
dedicated to Eurovision (Figure 2), without any
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indication or prior knowledge of ABBA, Waterloo, the
contest itself, their historic victory, fashion in 1974: the
outfit is rather meaningless.

Figure 2. ABBA’s outfit in exhibit and on Eurovision stage

The next step for the curator is, identifying the relations
between events (i.e., influenced by, reacted against,
related to) and turning small stories into big ones by
putting them in an order [7] : plotting. A plot is used to
provide a specific interpretation of events, and more
importantly provides an opportunity to articulate
tension levels for the visitor. In Figure 3, desired plot
structure is visualized. The tension rises from
exposition to climax, and reaches a mid-level in
resolution.

Figure 3. Desired Plot Structure

To present a well thought out narrative in museums, last
step would be setting up the journey for the visitors. For
instance, objects might be physically arranged to follow
the sequence of the plot as shown in Figure 4 using
visual clues as a guide. Without a representation, it is
only possible to build certain types of narrative, such as
chronicles, which simply list events by time. [8]

Figure 4. Layout of a symbolic museum with plot points

Personas
Some exhibits & museums already tell stories of heroes,
or heroines, while others try to create mascots to build
empathy with their visitors. However, many museums
are just about objects, and even if they manage to build
a strong narrative, without descriptions of users, the
empathy point between the narrative and expression
will be missing.

Industrial Designers also try to address a similar issue.
When designing an object or presenting it, they feel the
need to create and use fictional users, and refer to them
as “persona”. This helps by forcing designers to think
about often disregarded political and social aspects of
products and it’s a method for boosting engagement and
connecting to reality [9].

Especially in cases when access to specific information
about the objects’ real life users is limited, designers’
technique of characterizing user groups might be
effective for curators. Major difference would be
between designers’ intention of uncovering the future
and curators’ intention of discovering the past.

While designers describe the current or future user, the
challenge for exhibit narrator would be trying to define
the “non-existent”. This challenge could be overcome
by collecting stories, memories and knowledge of
habits of the past. It would also create an opportunity to
hold memory sharing & collecting events. Gatherings
like this could add real stories linked to cultural
heritage objects, and details about their past users. i.e
“My grandfather had a similar stove, he used it to roast
apples. He was a sailor, he wouldn’t usually be at home.
But when we smelled roasted apples, we knew we
weren’t alone.”

By using relatable personas, a long-lasting story of the
past can be re-invented and this method is often used by
the entertainment sector. A fine example would be
Titanic, the movie, with the help of Jack and Rose, and
class representations through them, social and political
aspects of a sunken ship became relevant again,
boosting the feel of reality and audience engagement.
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Conflict and Drama
“Narratologists, screen writers, game designers, and
other researchers in computer narrative agree that
conflict is an essential element of interesting stories .
Conflict provides an impetus for the plot to begin,
and it keeps the audience engaged as the story
unfolds, even if they already know the ending.
Conflict also structures the discourse of a story into
meaningful units that together make up a coherent
whole.” [10]

The contribution of conflicts to storytelling is already
visible in some museums. The chess museum
showcases obvious conflict with pieces depicting
opposing sides of various battles. In the Museum of
Bitola, one would feel like the hero in one room and
villain in the another, weather they are Macedonian or
Turkish. Most significantly, in Villa de Borghese, the
tension between Apollo and Daphne (Figure 5.) is as
sublime as Bernini’s sculpting technique. All these
examples are attracting visitors, providing a memorable
experience and showcasing the value of drama.
Museums that effectively draw on the conflict and
drama of their exhibits are consistently more successful
and sought after.

The cross-examination of universal conflicts available
to assist storytellers [11] paired with sample museums
aims to show the extensive possibilities of conflict
narrative. Clearly multiple typologies can be applicable
to the same exhibit and the following are just examples.
The possible diversity of conflicts provide an
opportunity for the galleries to periodically revitalize
the museum without changing the exhibit as much as
modifying the narrative story for the visitor.
Man vs. Man
Two dynamic lead characters at odds with each other is
a recipe that can be applicable to almost any case where
competition, clash of ideas, generations, interests or
love is central. In fact a TV show, Magnificent Century,
famous for narrating the inner intrigues of the sultans’
harem made Topkapı Palace Museum trendy again.

Man vs. Self
Stories with a characters’ inner struggle within their
own mind fit the narrative of the Van Gogh Museum.
Due to the nature of this artist’s life, such a struggle
becomes evident in the exhibit and becomes a draw for
the crowd. The intrigue of the inner workings of a
creative and tragic mind become instantly fascinating
for the visitors, pulling them closer into the exhibit.

Man vs. Society
A hero with unconventional views who is at odds with
the prevalent social norm, is often an agent of change
and interest. As an example, in the Murano Glass
Museum the opening sequence of galleries show the
rigidly defined style of each period. As a climax, an
exhibit of unconventional art by a craftsman who
questioned and successfully broke the bounds of
conventional techniques is exhibited. His narrative
shows his awareness and struggle against the tradition,
presenting stunning pieces as the crescendo of the
museum.
Man vs Nature
The struggle against nature is at the very core of
humanity. The Amsterdam Maritime museum depicts
the struggles of life at sea, the treachery of the unknown,
the sacrifices of both mind and body. Allowing the
visitor to follow accounts of real people and then letting
them on board of a real ship, helps the visitor to
internalize the experience.
Man vs Technology
The process of developing new technology pits
individuals and at times whole societies against the
unknown. In the Medical and Pharmaceutical Museum
the stakes are life itself, and it is the technology and
lack there of that decides peoples survival. Making the
immediacy of mortality overwhelming for the audience,
and presenting the technological advance as the savior
could be an effective means of focusing their attention
on the exhibits.

DISCUSSIONS
The methods described are applicable to museums of
any size, budget and type. The chosen case study is a
small museum with a free entrance and voluntary
workers, spread over several spaces that haphazardly
display the amassed collection. Rotterdams Radio
Museum houses a collection of radios and recording
devices spanning almost a century. Capturing objects
from 1920s, well into modern era, and showing their
inner workings as well as some hints to their use [12].

It is an embodiment of a very old version of “Correct
Electronics” , the electronics store nearby. Hundreds of
radios are displayed with tags showing production years,
as if visitors can actually pick them up. The crackling
music from the 60s is audible in the background even
from the outside, extending the museum to the outdoors.
Nostalgic elements aren’t restricted to radios, there are
track records, posters, magazines, engineering books,
small memorabilia and a few black and white photos.

Figure 5. Tension between Apollo and Daphne, sculpted
by Bernini, exhibited in Villa de Borghese
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The volunteers are the embodiment of current users of
1960s radios and hobbyists, however the hints of
original users of displayed artifacts can not be found.

There is a sense of nostalgia. However, most of this
sense and emotional attachment rely on visitors’
personal knowledge, experiences, and memories
surfacing with visual cues. That is why, this effect
might not be generated for the next generation with the
current set of objects. A replacement and another
approach might be required in upcoming years.

The following are suggested actions (based on the
research that is declared in this paper and observations
of the Rotterdam’s Radio Museum) to better present the
selection of cultural heritage objects of this museum via
narrative, plot, conflict, persona and drama.

 A persona, a representation for original users, can be
created and detailed. For example: Jip, born in 1945,
Feyenoord fan from Rotterdam, working in the
Philips factory, trying to make transistors even
smaller, studying so hard to keep up with the
competition of American and Japanese brands.

 Heritage objects can directly be linked to some
events. “He was at his aunts when he listened to the
match on this radio. He was devastated when he
couldn’t hear the 9th goal of his team, because of
bad reception”.

 The linking of the objects and events can either be
via notes and visuals or radios themselves can be
used as the form of expression.

 The relations between events should be formed into
identified and put in order, to create small stories,
tension points, and a plot; creating tension points.
The climax could be the invention of the Walkman,
and it’s disruption to the existing market and Jip’s
job at the Philips factory.

 A system guiding the visitors from one object, to
the next, without necessarily changing the objects
places is required for them to experience the plot.

 A type of “man vs man” or “system vs system”
conflict can be used to educate the viewer about the
evolution of different recording mediums, which
they would be able to observe in the changing form
of the objects.

 Research into major historic events and finding
documentary style records of user experience would
further humanize the collection, using sound
samples, photos or written accounts.

 As a source of communication radio lands itself
easily to drama and narrative, as such the impact of
these devices on society at large, guiding family
behavior, propagating culture and establishing the
major ideologies of its time.

CONCLUSION
The best way to showcase cultural heritage objects is
hidden in the core of culture: imagination, storytelling,
empathy and struggle against a rival, society, yourself,
nature or technology. The drama needed to capture the

dynamism of such objects requires a strong narrative.
To structure the narrative it is necessary to collect or to
create stories that have a meaningful climax and
resolution. Arranging this is the key to upgrading the
museum experience. The nature of presenting the
formed narrative is up to the museums’ budget, and can
be as simple as printed out leaflets and extended labels
near the objects. Without a guided story, there is too
much missing, and the visitor will feel this frustration
and feel detached from the exhibition. Making the
museum easily accessible and interesting would
promote proactive investment from the visitor, raising
interest and impact.
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